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Overview of session

� BC’s Redesigned Curriculum
� Inquiry-Based Approaches 

� Reggio-Inspired Practices
○ Loose Parts
○ Provocations
○ Projects

� Playful Inquiry
� Playful Math Routines



BC K-9 Mathematics
Curricular Competency

�Develop, demonstrate, and 
apply mathematical 
understanding through 
play, inquiry, and problem 
solving



� the 100 languages of children
� connectedness

- culture, community, environment
� the environment as third teacher
� emergent curriculum
� inquiry-based
� loose parts & natural materials
� projects/investigations
� documentation 

– making learning visible

Reggio-Inspired Practices



� How might Reggio-inspired practices enrich the teaching 
and learning of mathematics in our K-3 classrooms? 

(Year One)

� Questions that continue to guide our inquiry include:
� What conditions support this type of teaching and 

learning ?
� How might the practices and provocations be 

extended for students in grades K-5?
� What does mathematical inquiry look and feel like in 

elementary classrooms?
� How can we “make learning visible” for our youngest 

students?

SD38 Reggio-Inspired 
Mathematics Inquiry Project



What are loose parts?

� Simon Nicholson: The Theory of Loose Parts
� Beautiful Stuff: Lella Gandini



What affordances do these 
materials provide?



�Direct Prompt 

� Implied Prompt                            
through Modeling

�Open Exploration

Provocations



Opportunities for Collaboration

�Learning as a social endeavor
�Co-constructed knowledge
�Building community
�Mathematical discourse

developing the core 
competencies in mathematics





Inquiry Cycle Starting Point 
or 

Provocation

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems

Investigating 

Sharing, 
Consolidating 

and 
Reflecting



Playful Inquiry

�playing with materials
�playing with language
�playing with ideas



Nurturing a Stance of Inquiry

�Valuing and encouraging 
curiosity, sense of wonder, 
risk-taking, question asking

What conditions support 
playful mathematical inquiry?



�How does your image of 
teacher shift as you think 
about teaching and 
learning through inquiry?





How can understanding 
different ways to decompose 
and compose 8 help you think 
about multiplying by 8? 

Grades 3&4



PLAYING WITH 8 
In examining the photo documentation of the students’ investigations, a group of 
students noticed that they used counting to solve multiplication questions. 
 

“Because that’s what we know.”   -Sofia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The grades 3&4 Grauer students spent two workshop times in The Studio using the 
materials to investigate how playing with the idea of 8 could help them better 
understand multiplying by 8. During the first session, we engaged in a number talk, 
examining different ways to decompose 8 and then students used the materials to 
think about multiplying by 8. We noticed that most of the students continued to use 
counting strategies (skipcounting, grouping by 8s and counting) to solve 
multiplication questions.  
January 2017 
 



decomposing a factor to multiply 



What is a provocation?

�Rich open tasks

�Invitations

�Provocations



What is a provocation?

�responsive
�provokes thinking
�connects to a big idea, 

concept or theme
�is ongoing, lingering, extends



What is a provocation?

�photograph
�quote
�question
�place
�materials

�word
�video clip
�piece of art
�tool
�book



Where does math live at the beach?



� the students’ wonders and interests
� the big ideas and curricular content & 

competencies
�making math to math, math to self or 

math to world connections
�a starting point

Where do provocations come from?



�as part of a soft start/explore 
time first thing in the morning

�as a focus at a math table/area 

How teachers are using 
provocations



�during guided math or 
math workshop 

How teachers are using 
provocations



Investigating Addition and Subtraction 
Number Talk and Provocations

grades 1&2







co-constructed with students

grades 
2&3



as an extension to 
a mathematical 

routine

grades 3&4



Creating openings and capturing wonders

� Patterning Inquiry – a focused study

� Building Project

� Eagle Inquiry

� Susan Point – a study of her artwork

Opportunities for Inquiry 
or Project Work



Can you make a pattern with the 
same colour or object?

Patterning Inquiry – What is a pattern?

Grades 2&3



Building Project
K&1



Eagle Inquiry

K&1



Where does math live in Susan 
Point’s spindle whorl art?

Grades 3&4







Playful Mathematical Routines

�Counting Collections
�Which One Doesn’t Belong? (WODB)
�Splat!
�Quick Images
�Number Talk Images
�Clothesline Math

developing the curricular competencies





thank you!
� jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca
� on Twitter @jnovakowski38
� Reggio-Inspired Mathematics blog:
http://janicenovkam.typepad.com/reggioinspired_m
athematic/

� District blog:
http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/

-will post resources from this session here, 
under the presentations tab


